
Complaint management
Capture, manage and track complaints with our complaint management software

Recording, tracking and resolving customer complaints is a key component of driving customer 
loyalty and ultimately developing more business. When a complaint is resolved efficiently, you have a 
greater opportunity to develop stronger and more profitable relationships with your customers.

Our solution
Equiniti Group is a trusted partner in complaint 
management, with our software currently 
managing over 4.5 million complaints for some 
of the most highly regulated organisations in 
the UK. 

Our complaint management solution captures, 
manages and tracks your complaints from 
initial contact through to resolution, helping 
organisations to process a complaint through 
any channel in their organisation, whether call 
centre, branch, or online.  It produces all the 
required communications including letters and 
detailed management information and reports 
which are essential in determining the root 
cause of complaints.

It provides accountability throughout the 
complaint journey, enabling organisations to 
remain compliant, and can be customised to 
handle the complaint processes of a diverse 
range of organisations including those working 
within financial services, the public sector, 
utilities and telecoms. 

Key features

Complaint capture and 
maintenance
The complaint maintenance module allows 
users to quickly and easily capture all the 
information required to process a complaint 
through any channel in their organisation, 
whether call centre, branch, or online. The 
Microsoft Office look and feel provides an 
intuitive user interface which makes it quick 
and easy to train staff. 

Our extensibility editor allows customers to 
add additional screens, fields and drop downs 
to meet their needs.   

Workflow
With our advanced workflow capability, 
organisations can be assured that their 
entire complaint process can be automated,  
providing staff with a step by step guide in 
completing all of their tasks. Workflows can 
be easily adapted to reflect legislative changes, 
ensuring that organisations remain compliant. 

Every action taken by staff is logged on the 
system providing management with complete 
auditability for compliance and operational risk 
management. 

Party management 
The party management module stores the 
details of all relevant parties to the complaint 
such as customers, employers, solicitors, 
financial advisors, and claims management 
companies. This provides a single view of all 
interactions with all parties involved. It can also 
be used to conduct inbound and outbound 
customer communication campaigns.   

Document generation 
The document module allows customers to 
generate letters, forms, emails, and texts at any 
stage within the complaint. 

Documents are based on user-defined word 
templates and are merged with data from 
the complaint management system to create 
personalised documents. Documents can be 
created using the document generation wizard 
or automatically created from within a business 
process.

A trusted partner 
in complaint 
management
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Key benefits

Document management 
With our document management solution, 
organisations can be assured that all 
documents associated with a complaint, 
person or organisation are securely stored 
and document management protocols such 
as check-in/out, version control and retention 
schedules are adhered to. Our system also 
integrates with a wide variety of scanning 
devices to enable physical scanned images to 
be stored, recorded and viewed alongside 
electronic documents. 

Management information 
Our software has its own data cube and 
sophisticated reporting capabilities which 
allows customers to report on any of the data 
captured within the system. This provides 
almost limitless variations of reports and 
management information to be produced for 
regulatory reporting and root cause analysis.  

This gives you the flexibility to reconfigure 
complaint cause categories in line with what 
you are learning from your customers every 
day.

Complaint management 
resource 
We have been delivering specialist complaint 
handling services for over 15 years, forming 
assured service partnerships with some of the 
largest retail banks, insurers, regulatory bodies 
and outsourcers.  

Whether you require an immediate short 
term resource or a fully managed service, 
our solutions will enable you to strengthen 
operations whilst incorporating new regulatory 
requirements.

Complaint management 
consultancy
Equiniti Group is a dependable partner to 
organisations in need of advice and guidance 
on root cause analysis, quality management, 
service improvement and training to help drive 
superior complaint handling. 

Root cause analysis
Our experience in root cause analysis means 
that we can identify common causes of 
complaints, helping you to implement an 
effective remediation plan. 

Quality management and 
service improvement
We work closely with our clients to 
understand their complaint operations models, 
evaluating the data and providing a gap analysis 
to identify areas where improvement is 
required. 

Training programmes
Equiniti Group offers tailored training 
programmes to help your complaints team 
manage complaints with transparency and 
efficiency. We can address skills such as 
improved enquiry categorisation, call handling 
and conflict resolution.

Our complaint maintenance module allows users to quickly and easily 
capture all the information required to process a complaint through any 
channel in their organisation whether call centre, branch, or on-line. 

     Single view of all activity related to the 
     complaint 

     Full auditability and accountability 

     Flexibility to support on-going business 
     and legislative change

     Efficient and faster access from any 
     location and any device

     Rapid customisation and deployment 

     Many options for integrating with 
     existing customer management and   
     administration systems

     Fully hosted service available 
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Contact us
t 0845 601 8884
e enquiries@equiniti.com
www.equiniti-assured.com
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